Are We Stupid?
By Anna Von Reitz

The Brits think so.

But are we?

We have let them lead us around by the nose for over a hundred and fifty years....

And we have been confused and deceived by rudimentary semantic deceits such as the difference between The United States of America and “the” United States of America—the British Territorial United States.

We’ve let them define us and run us through their courts like cattle in a chute, pillaging and plundering all the way. And yes, we did mistake their courts for our courts, and their forms of law for ours.... but is that our fault for being fooled or theirs for acting in Breach of Trust and deceiving us?

And we have been obeying mandates issued by the heads of their bankrupt corporations who have less than no authority over us.

And we have been cowering in fear of a virus that nobody has yet proven exists. They haven’t even tried to isolate any virus. They just talk about it as if it exists, and blame it for heart attacks and cancer and falls off of ladder trucks.

But then, generations of us have cowered in fear of an unknowable and unseen and terrible and vengeful god—or two or three hundred such deities, and nobody ever proved that they existed either.

And only a few of us have scratched our heads and wondered—if they haven’t isolated a specific virus, how could they test for something undefined?

And why are all these people who took the vaccine now testing positive for HIV? Oh, right. HIV was Fauci’s specialty.

And since we know that Bill Gates and Fauci and the Pirbright Institute created and patented this same so-called virus according to their own patent applications—-why aren’t they all in jail?

The Public hasn’t been told the truth about any of this—and why should we believe anything they tell us, when it’s always what they don’t tell us that counts? We can just
skip to the chase and look for the missing pieces.

Then we have these yahoos crying about “the Title IV flag”— which we loaned to the Brits and which they gave to their Subcontractors, who “lost” it to pirates, who now want to try to claim that they own us?

And use DOG LATIN to do it, too?

Go look up The Justinian Deception and realize that they are trying to trick us using con games that are more than a millennia old— and they have been getting away with a similar scheme for decades already.

We have listened (patiently) to every Flim-Flam artist from A to Z telling us all the reasons that they own us and they own our land and they have power over us — and it’s all nothing but lawlessness and thugs.

We have taken the blame for slavery (which we didn’t event) and racism (which we didn’t invent, either) that occurred six generations ago and which had, after all, been happening worldwide since history began— but yes, we took the blame for it.

Even six generations after we spent our blood and money to stop it, we are the ones taking the blame for it?

And that, even though we were clueless enough to let the slavers come up with a scheme and enslave us all on paper, too.

Yes, there is plenty of reason to assume that Americans are stupid, because Americans have been far too trusting and complacent for too long.

We’ve sat glued in our armchairs and anchored to our sofas, listening to their “programs” for decades and we’ve barely bothered to look at who is behind the curtain or what all that “programming” was doing to us and our ability to think critically and independently.

We haven’t even asked how we could be self-governing, when all we’ve ever done (until now) is to hand off our proxy to some jerk in a suit —and let him, our employee, reign over us?

Yes, there are plenty of reasons to think we are dumb—- but are we?
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